Kira Talent's team crafted
this guide to support
schools as they transform
the admissions process.
Our mission is to help the
next generation successfully
launch their careers.
Kira works with more than
300 programs worldwide to
build applicant-ﬁrst
assessments that identify
and select their best-ﬁt
students.
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INTRODUCTION: BREAKING DOWN BIAS

Breaking Down
Bias
Bias. No one wants to think about it.
No one wants to talk about it.
And if you ask most Admissions Deans: No one on their team
has any in their admissions process.
But we all have cognitive biases, and most of us aren’t aware of
how deeply they impact our choices. Bias is an inevitable part
of our decision-making process. It exists in all areas of life,
including in your admissions process.
Admissions professionals need to be objective and skilled in
their methods of identifying strong prospective students. All
schools want to believe they’ve structured a team committed
to fair evaluation and diversity in the classroom. However, a
massive barrier to bias reduction is the simple fact that
schools everywhere deny bias impacts their admissions
process.
Our goal in this eBook is to educate admissions teams on the
most common, influential forms of bias, how these biases
present themselves in the decision process, and ways to
reduce bias on your team and build an equal opportunity
admissions process.

97%

of schools believe that applicants should
be reviewed in a fair, consistent, and
objective manner.

47%

However, less than half (47%) believe bias
could be a factor in their school’s
admissions process.

You’ll learn:

Why admissions bias matters
Nine common types of cognitive biases that inﬂuence
admissions decisions
How to prevent bias in your admissions process

Source: 2016 Kira Admissions Bias Assessment
The team at Kira assessed the admissions process of
145 programs in dozens of faculties at schools around
the world to understand how they review their
students. The data we collected is used to inform the
areas of focus in this report, as well as provide relevant
statistics throughout.
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What is
Admissions Bias?
Looking at what leads to bias in the
admissions process.
When we think of bias in admissions, it commonly translates to
“racism,sexism, ageism” and other stereotypes applied to
applicants.
However, stereotype biases are only one in a long list of
cognitive and behavioral biases that can impact how a
professional reviews an applicant in an admissions evaluation.
Some of most harmful biases affecting admissions have
nothing to do with race, religion, or any stereotypes of a
person, but actually form situationally out of how the applicant
is reviewed. Bias can form as a result of holes in your
admissions process that you may never have even considered.
Factors such as an inconsistent number of reviewers,
unstandardized interview criteria, or reviewer exhaustion could
have deep consequences for the accuracy and fairness of your
review.
Admissions teams who take the time to acknowledge and
understand their biases can build in safeguards to protect their
applicants from the impact of those biases in the admissions
process.

Cognitive Bias
A characteristic deviation from rational
judgment causing a person to make
assumptions or inferences about others
and situations.
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Why does it matter?
Each year hundreds of thousands of students step
up to bat in the college admissions game. They
compile their transcripts and test scores, prepare
for their interviews, meet-and-greet with
administrators, and wait, ﬁngers crossed, for
decision day.
Most of these applicants, however, will have their
evaluation swayed by some form of bias impacting
their application or interview.

The more applicants are affected by bias, the more
the impact appears in the classroom. Applicants
who would have added incredible value to your
classroom and gone on to be successful
graduates may be missed in your admissions
process, simply due to a flaw in your process.
Likewise, applicants who may not be as deserving
of a seat in your lecture hall, may be enrolled
because the odds were in their favor that day.

The future path of these applicants rests in the
hands of their reviewers. Finding ways to identify
and reduce biases in the admissions process
helps ensure fair reviewing and a level playing ﬁeld.

Here are some examples of how bias creeps into the admissions process:
LACK OF CONSISTENCY
RE VIE WER CRITERIA

Someone reads the rubric differently from someone else, and evaluates a candidate
differently. “Exhibits strong leadership” could mean something completely different to
two different people. In many cases, there isn’t a documented rubric, meaning
reviewers are saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’ based on their gut and reviewing experience.

N U M B E R O F R E V IE W E R S

One applicant is interviewed by four reviewers, while another is reviewed by just one.
In situation one, there will be discussion and commentary from the group of four, and
in the alternative, only one reviewer’s opinion to decide the applicant’s fate.

INHERENT COGNITIVE BIASES
INGROUP BIAS

When a reviewer subconsciously favors applicants who mention they have cats
because he or she is a cat owner as well.

HALO EFFECT

When a reviewer ignores negative qualities of an applicant because of one positive
quality, like a superior test score, that overshadows others.

R E C E N C Y BI A S

When a reviewer favors an applicant who interviewed later in the review cycle, rather
than earlier, because the interview happened more recently.
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KIRA BIAS ASSESSMENT

Is my admissions
process biased?
Don't let bias be the elephant in the room in
your next admissions meeting.
Take our quick 4-minute assessment to diagnose the potential
areas bias can occur in your admissions process. Don’t worry, your
assessment is completely anonymous.

Take Assessment
https://www.kiratalent.com/bias-assessment/
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Nine Forms of
Bias in Admissions
After speaking with hundreds of admissions teams
about their challenges, we’ve identified a number of
biases that appear within typical applicant review
cycles. In the next section, we’ll highlight the nine
most common forms of bias in admissions, and
how they impact decision making.

1. Groupthink
2. Halo Eﬀect
3. Conﬁrmation Bias
4. Ingroup Bias
5. Conservatism
6. Bizarreness Eﬀect
7. Stereotype Bias
8. Status Quo Bias
9. Recency Bias

BREAKING DOWN BIAS IN ADMISSIONS
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1. Groupthink
When members of a group set aside their own
opinions, beliefs, or ideas to achieve harmony.
When reviewing applicants in a group setting, groupthink, or the
bandwagon effect, can be an extremely influential bias on a school’s
decision. Groupthink occurs when members of a group set aside their
own opinions, beliefs, or ideas to achieve harmony.
For example, once all reviewers have reviewed an essay and they begin
discussing their feedback, most teams inherently wants to come to a
consensus with minimal conflict. They tend to buy into each other’s
opinions or may stay quiet and not share their personal thoughts, but
rather agree with the opinions of others in the group.
Think about it, when discussing a candidate’s potential in a small group,
how often does one member of the team align with the others to achieve
consensus? How often do you opt out of raising an opposing viewpoint
to keep things moving on a busy day?
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2. Halo Effect
When one remarkable quality influences other
factors in a decision.
The halo effect is particularly present in admissions, because it’s so easy
for one excellent quality to deflect other flaws in an application. One very
high test score, a compelling experience, or strong reference can make
the applicant appear more positively through the rest of their application
or interview.
We see this happen all the time with applicants who have one
remarkable quality, which creates a direct contrast to most school’s
mission for “well-balanced” students.
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3. Confirmation
Bias

Seeking, interpreting, selecting, or remembering
information in a way to support an existing belief
or opinion.
Conﬁrmation bias occurs when an individual seeks, interprets, selects, or
remembers information in a way that conﬁrms his or her own beliefs or
ideas. In an admissions interview or essay setting, as you can imagine,
conﬁrmation bias can severely work in the favor of some applicants
without them even realizing.
If a reviewer considers an applicant to be a shoe-in before an interview
occurs, he or she is already attuned to think that the applicant will do
well. The reviewer will look for signs during the interview to conﬁrm his or
her hypothesis. As humans, we want to be correct and our opinions to be
validated.
Perhaps, the reviewer is reading an applicant’s credentials and assumes
that because the applicant graduated from a certain undergrad program,
or worked at a certain company, he or she will be a good admit. The
reviewer will then seek signs throughout the application that back up
their theory that the applicant must be a good admit to the program.
Through the lens of conﬁrmation bias, reviewers can develop an opinion
early based on previous knowledge and only seek information that backs
that idea up, endangering applicants who may be unable to make that
initial strong ﬁrst impression.
BREAKING DOWN BIAS IN ADMISSIONS
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4. Ingroup Bias
Giving preference to a person or organization
that aligns with one's own group.
Ingroup bias occurs in admissions when a reviewer gives a candidate
preference because they perceive the candidate to be within the same
‘group’ as them. On the more obvious front, this could fall in line with
racial or gender bias, but often it manifests itself in different ways.
Some examples: If a reviewer is a single mother and learns that the
applicant is a single mother too, or that they were both alumni of the
same undergraduate university, or they grew up in the same town.
Although it may not become obvious in the applicant ﬁle, a reviewer is
likely to feel an imaginary relationship with an applicant based on their
shared group, and might lean more positively toward the applicant
because of it.
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5. Conservatism
Maintaining a prior viewpoint without adjusting
for new information or evidence.
Despite what you may expect, conservatism bias has little to do with
how you vote in the next election. This bias occurs in admissions when
reviewers maintain a prior view without properly adjusting for new
information.
Humans, as a whole, struggle to treat new information equally to what
they already know. For example: an applicant’s video assessment is
below average, but the reviewer reads a glowing employer reference
afterwards.
Even if both categories should be weighed equally in the applicant’s ﬁle,
the reviewer is likely to subconsciously weigh the video assessment
higher in their decision as it helped the reviewer establish his or her initial
opinion of the applicant.

BREAKING DOWN BIAS IN ADMISSIONS
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6. Bizarreness
Effect
Recalling only unusual information in a series
of facts or details.
Our memory recalls unusual facts more than it does mundane facts.
The statements above are both facts, but you’re more likely to remember
the ﬁrst one because it’s more bizarre. This situation reflects the
bizarreness effect, a form of bias that can make a candidate stand out
above others due to a unique experience or hobby.
When two candidates apply with essentially identical resumes,
qualiﬁcations, and competencies, but one gave their time and business
skills to support an Elephant Sanctuary in the Thai rainforest for a
summer, that applicant is more likely to stand out. Admissions reviewers
might think “wow, what a unique experience to add to our classroom.”
The problem with this is that, in many cases, the bizarreness effect will
favor applicants with higher income or, in general, more privileges.

BREAKING DOWN BIAS IN ADMISSIONS
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7. Stereotype
Bias
An oversimpliﬁed understanding of a particular
type of group, person, or thing.
Stereotypes are often the most obvious form of bias in admissions and
they are often what you think of when you think of ‘bias’ as a whole.
Stereotypes can have a dangerous impact on how we see the world,
especially if we are responsible to review hundreds or even thousands of
applicants.
From recent headlines about Asian students losing points in admissions
at Ivy league schools to lawsuits from applicants who felt their religion
negatively influenced a school’s decision, there are constantly stories in
the media about how biases against a particular group are affecting
admissions outcomes.
When admissions reviewer are influenced by an existing stereotype, such
as an applicant’s race, gender, age, academic experience, or political
leanings, they may unknowingly make an assumption about the
applicant they do not intend to. That’s the problem with stereotype
biases, they’re embedded psychologically and difﬁcult to identify.
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8. Status Quo
Bias
Having an aversion to change or an emotional
attachment to the current state of being.
Status quo bias isn’t easy to identify, but it affects admissions teams and
universities as a whole. Status quo bias is an emotional attachment to
the current state of being; it’s an aversion to change. It occurs when we
fear the possible risk of the unknown, the change, and discount the
beneﬁts because of this fear.
When it comes to admissions, status quo bias transfers to admissions
teams favoring the no change option. This could manifest as sticking to
“traditional” review methods, such as not updating admissions principles
out of fear, or as schools refusing to change their “traditional” standards
of intelligence and ability in their candidates.

BREAKING DOWN BIAS IN ADMISSIONS
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9. Recency Bias
Assigning more weight or importance to a recent
event or interaction than others in the past.
In our minds, when coming to a conclusion about events over a period of
time, we assign more weight to events that happen recently than we do
to events further back in time.
When reviewing several applicants back to back, the reviewer is more
likely to have a more detailed memory of the 4 p.m. applicant over
candidates they saw earlier in the day. In the time spent with an
individual candidate, a reviewer may remember the candidate explaining
their work experience at 3 p.m., but when looking back at the interview,
the reviewer will likely give that candidate’s awkward handshake at 4 p.m.
more emphasis.
When meeting with a candidate, if the school has a solid rubric and the
reviewer has the time and direction to take detailed notes, recency bias
can generally be avoided, but this often isn’t the case.
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Making Changes
to Reduce Bias
at Your School
Reading about the ways you are subconsciously giving
advantages to some applicants and disadvantages to
others is pretty bleak. But it doesn’t have to be.
You have an opportunity to make changes in your review
process to protect your applicants from bias while
improving the way your team looks at each individual
student.
Next, we’ll look at some techniques schools can be using.
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How-to Guide
to Preventing Bias
in Your Admissions Process
In a scathing commentary on where college admissions has
gone wrong by Alia Wong in The Atlantic, Jonathan Cole,
professor and former provost at Columbia University, explains
that a candidate’s success in the admissions process can
depend on essentially unlimited factors, including:

“Which person in the admissions committee reads your
application; what their biases are, their presuppositions;
whether they’ve had a bad egg-salad sandwich that day
or read too many applications. These are all things that
enter our decision-making process as human beings.”
While you might have cracked a smile at Cole’s mention of the
influence of an “egg-salad sandwich,” it is a great reminder of just
how touchy and sensitive we can be.
Bias is part of our psychological makeup, it is not something we
can simply eliminate. We aren’t robots (not yet, anyway), but we
can (re)design the admissions process to safeguard applicants
from our biases. We can’t predict and control our moods, but we
can implement systems to try to manage exhaustion and
burnout, and a balance in reviewer responsibility and power.
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Seven Strategies to Reduce
Admissions Bias
1. Ensure you have a consistent number of reviewers
2. Review applicants independently
3. Create a comprehensive rubric, then stick to it
4. Create a training program for all reviewers
5. Level the playing ﬁeld for access to interviews
6. Be open to a wide realm of student experiences
7. Allocate resources better to avoid burn out
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1
Ensure you have a
consistent number of
reviewers.
Aim to have the same number of reviewers for
every applicant to give no one applicant an
unfair advantage or disadvantage.
Having multiple reviewers sharing their opinions helps to combat
biases and level the playing ﬁeld. Multiple opinions mean that an
applicant’s opportunity isn’t tarnished by the cognitive biases of
one person.
A lack of consistency can be problematic, however, as some
applicants beneﬁt from more reviewers, and some applicants
beneﬁt from fewer reviewers. If you change up the review process
too much, you have a smorgasbord of different variables all
influencing a critical decision for this person.
With one reviewer, while you know applicants have been compared
on similar criteria and with the same objective in mind, you also
subject applicants to that reviewer’s own cognitive biases, not to
mention the potential for human error in reviewing.
Three or more reviewers is ideal: Having a minimum of three
reviewers is ideal because they bring a wealth of experience,
opinions, and ideas to the table, and one reviewer may catch
something in an application that another has missed.

40%

of schools have a variable number of
reviewers.

32%

of schools have three or more individuals
reviewing applicants.

Source: 2016 Kira Admissions Bias Assessment
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2
Review applicants
independently.
Have reviewers gather and report their feedback
individually so they do not influence each
other's opinions.
Admissions reviewers need space, free from their colleagues’
influences, to evaluate a candidate. Finding out that a fellow
reviewer likes or dislikes an applicant prior to assessing the
candidate ﬁle can completely derail a fair and defensible
evaluation.
By gathering feedback independently and sharing the overall
evaluations, before making a decision, you can avoid the biases
caused by groupthink. Once ideas are shared, encourage your
team to remain critical and challenge the status quo to come up
with the best solution for the applicant and for the school.

42%

of reviewers share their feedback openly
with other reviewers, creating potential for
bias before an applicant’s ﬁle has been
evaluated.

Source: 2016 Kira Admissions Bias Assessment
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3
Create a comprehensive
rubric, then stick to it.
Use consistent rubrics to evaluate an applicant's ﬁle
across reviewers to ensure each applicant is evaluated
on the same criteria.
Establishing a rubric allows your team to come to a consensus
before evaluating a student on what qualities and examples exhibit
great leadership, communication skills, reasoning abilities, and a
long list of other non-cognitive skills and traits you’re looking for in
your ideal applicant. You probably have one, but do you use it
consistently?
Without rubrics or similar documentation, it’s hard for a school to
go back and reflect on an applicant’s evaluation, or for an outside
decision-maker to evaluate a student in the grey area.
What does poor “leadership” look like?
What does good “leadership” look like?
What does great “leadership” look like?

40%

of schools do not have their reviewers
submit rubrics to justify their evaluations.

Source: 2016 Kira Admissions Bias Assessment
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POOR

FAIR

GOOD

GREAT

EXCEPTIONAL

Shows no

Shows potential for

Is involved beyond

Is involved and

Highly involved

involvement with

involvement beyond

their day-to-day

committed to an

and committed to

their communities

school or work.

duties and roles.

activity, focused

multiple activities,

beyond school or

Answer shows some

Answer is passionate

on making positive

focused on making

work. Answer is

passion and at least

and discusses unique

impact for others.

positive impact for

dispassionate, shows

one interest or skill

skills, passions or

Answer is passionate

others. Answer is

a lack of unique skills,

that the applicant

interests.

and shows that

passionate and

passions or even

has.

applicant has honed

shows that applicant

a variety of unique

has honed a variety of

skills, passions or

unique skills,

interests.

passions or interests.

interests.

By establishing the criteria of a “poor” vs. “good” vs. “great”
candidate, fewer bias-oriented allowances can be made once the
applicant is reviewed. Rubrics must be rigid enough that there is a
clear differentiation from one level to the next, but fluid enough
reviewers do not struggle to place the candidate.
Although developing a rubric can be a daunting task, working
within education you have access to bright faculty members,
teaching assistants, and deans who can help you specify the
qualities you’re looking for in your best students.
Once you have developed a new rubric, it must be tested to ensure
it results in accurate evaluations of candidates. Re-evaluate your
admissions rubric every cycle to ensure it’s upto-date and reflects
the new class you’re building.
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4
Create a training
program for all reviewers.
Regular training for your whole team ensures everyone
is clear on what your school is looking for.
To curb bias, sending a few emails about what to ask in an
admissions interview will not be enough. If your school outsources
a portion of applicant reviewing to faculty, alumni, students, or
other external staff, ensure they have the same access to training
materials as your staff reviewers.
Some easy ways for directors or managers to get all of your
reviewers on the same page:
Create a student persona outlining the possible
attributes of an ideal student and how reviewers can
identify these competencies. Be realistic, not all students
will have every positive trait, but establish a baseline for the
students you want to admit and make that standard clear.
Offer approved questions that align with the
competencies you’re assessing in your comprehensive
rubric. A question bank will help reviewers customize
interviews within a standardized window of topics.
Host a lunch and learn or regular webinar to outline the
goals of the admissions season, provide examples of how
to review a ﬁle or conduct an interview, and engage
reviewers about the importance of their role.
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5
Level the playing field
for access to interviews.
Use technology to make it easier and more accessible
for students to qualify for your program.
If your program has an interview component, expecting students
to fly in for interviews can cause undue anxiety and add heavy
costs to the application process. As technology continues to make
the world smaller, provide a reliable way for candidates to conduct
a phone interview or video assessment without breaking the bank.
Possible options for candidates include:
Phone interview
Video conferencing (Skype, Google Hangouts)
On-demand, timed video assessments (Kira Talent)
With a solid rubric already developed, you should be able to
evaluate competencies in any of these interview formats through
the tone and energy in applicants’ voices and the quality of their
responses. Just be cognizant not to put more weight on the
enthusiasm and attitude of an in-person candidate in your
evaluations.
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6
Be open to a wide realm
of student experiences.
Change your criteria to screen students with diverse
experiences in rather than screen students out based
on single data point.
With reports like Making Caring Common’s
Turning the Tide: Inspiring Concern for Others
and the Common Good through College
Admissions, a movement is brewing to expand
admissions criteria from “traditional” measures of
achievement that universities have used and focus
more on contributions to an applicant’s
community, family, and society in general.
Turning the Tide recommends a shift in the
traditional admissions process in three key
ways:

This shift is critical in reducing class and racial
biases, because it opens up opportunities for
success to students who may have not been born
into the same opportunities as others.
For example, considering leadership aptitude from
student jobs and family roles, in addition to
volunteer opportunities like student council and
extracurricular sports, can make more
lower-income applicants competitive in the grand
scheme.

Give a more weighted value to applicants’
authentic and meaningful contributions to
others and society.
Find ways to assess ethical engagement that
consider and reduce biases between race,
culture, and class.
Rethink ‘achievement’ to reduce excessive
achievement pressure on students and level the
playing ﬁeld for students with varying levels of
opportunity.
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7
Allocate resources better
to avoid burnout.
Exhausted and overworked reviewers are prone to
mistakes. Build systems to help your team thrive.
Behavioral biases often form, unfortunately, from the exhaustion of
admissions teams. As directors and coordinators have told us, the
quality of applicant evaluations can negatively correlate with
burned out staff members.
The faster you move, the more exhausted you become, and the
easier it is to make a mistake. While cutting corners is likely
unintentional, it’s often the reality of admissions to need to ramp
up quickly during speciﬁc seasons, but not have the year-round
demand for additional positions to support these high volume
times. When admissions professionals are overworked and
under-supported, it creates a myriad of possible oversights born
out of either exhaustion or lack of time to focus on details.

41%

of interviewers express that they are
fatigued during review season.

Source: 2016 Kira Admissions Bias Assessment
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Sourcing the time, human resources, and technological supports
to keep afloat during this busy time of year can be a challenge. But
there are ways to make it better.
Set limits and realistic timelines: Don’t overload on
applications to read or interviews to conduct in a day.
Interviews are exhausting. Everyone has a different
capacity for how many interviews they can conduct in a
day. Once you know your limit, don’t push it. Schedule
lunch breaks, walk breaks, screen breaks, whatever you
need to stay sharp through the day.
Use asynchronous video assessment: Asynchronous
assessments provide flexible options for admissions
teams. With Kira, you and your team can review applicants
when time permits. If you’ve reached your limit for
reviewing in a day, you can take a break and come back on
your schedule, rather than forcing yourself through too
many live interviews in a day.
Expand your human resources: Introduce additional
reviewers outside of your staff. With a solid training
program and rubric built around established
competencies, you can bring faculty, external staff, and
alumni in as reviewers to get more eyes on more
applicants faster.
BREAKING DOWN BIAS IN ADMISSIONS
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Striving toward a
bias-free world
Sourcing the time, human resources, and technological supports
to keep afloat during this busy time of year can be a challenge. But
there are ways to make it better.

Bias is not something we can expect to eliminate completely,
but it’s something we can all strive to reduce.

It's time to call a meeting with your team and take time to review
your process, look for the holes that can lead to bias, and create
systems to protect your applicants.
Keep these recommendations in mind as you start examining the
changes you need to make.
No school can (or should) make these changes overnight, but
starting down the path towards reducing bias is the ﬁrst step to a
fairer, more defensible admissions process.
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Identify Where Bias Occurs
With the variety of cognitive and behavioral biases fresh on your mind, think
about your process, your reviewers, and the group of students you accept.

QUESTION SET 1

When considering how your school reviews applicants:
Do you have multiple reviewers for each applicant?
Do your team members evaluate individually and share feedback after
evaluation is complete?
Do you have a set rubric for interviews, assessments, or other non-cognitive
evaluations?
Do you have a clear understanding of what each “level” or “rating” on your
rubric contains?
Do you have considerations in place to level the playing field for students
from diverse backgrounds?
QUESTION SET 2

When you analyze your last review season:
Did you have a diverse panel of reviewers?
Are there trends in how the evaluations of any particular single reviewer align?
Are there trends in acceptance or rejection for any one group, such as a race,
religion, or gender?
Are there trends in applicants performing better at different dates or times?
Are there trends in how one reviewer is evaluating certain stereotypes or
groups?
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Breaking Down Bias
in Admissions
We believe every student deserves a level playing ﬁeld on the road to
college. We designed our platform to help schools create a fairer, more
defensible applicant experience to reduce the impact of bias in their
review process.
By integrating Kira into your admissions platform, you will be able to:

1. Establish core competencies and a rubric from the start.
Kira clients work with our Success team to select and deﬁne core
competencies for their program, then have reviewers evaluate based on
this criteria within the platform.

2. Have multiple reviewers. Only one assessment.

Admissions teams can assign one applicant’s assessment to multiple
reviewers to gather several, independent opinions, for an overall average
score for each individual applicant.

3. Review your reviewers.

At the end of the season, see your reviewers’ overall average scores to
identify potential biases and opportunities to further reﬁne your
standardized criteria.

Ready to reduce bias in your admissions process?
Get Started
start.kiratalent.com/get-started
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